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Property owners, businesses call for 3-year,
30% Municipal property and business tax cut
By Beryl Wajsman, Editor
The Suburban

Commercial property and independent
business owners came together at a packed
press conference last week organized by Peter Sergakis, President of the Quebec Commercial Property Owners Association, to demand a 30% reduction in Montreal business
taxes that would last for three years so that
landlords and commercial tenants can work
out lowered rents to allow businesses to re-

cover from the pandemic now that the Federal and Provincial rent support programs
have ended.
Urban development specialist Glenn
Castanheira said that Montreal is facing a
“Tsunami” of business failures and Sergakis pointed out that some 40% of rents go
to cover taxes. Store owner Danielle Russell
made an eloquent and passionate plea for
the city administration to show some reason
and compassion.
All three called for an end to no-car
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and no-parking policies and Sergakis and
Castanheira called for non-essential spending to stop such as the $125 million Mayor
Plante has spent acquiring parkland. They
are also frustrated that Mayor Plante has
refused to meet with the Association and
Sergakis said, “If the Mayor doesn’t give us a
meeting, we’ll make our own meeting.”
They pointed out that the reduction of
St. Catherine St. to one lane of traffic and
See TAX, page A22

English school boards will continue to
exist in their current form and be governed by a council of commissioners for
the time being.
The English boards launched a legal
challenge over the law’s constitutionality, winning a temporary stay until the full
arguments could be heard in court, and
thus delaying implementation of the Bill
in mid-pandemic so close to the launch
of the school year.
An appeals court panel unanimously
ruled against the lifting of the stay on the
application of Bill 40, which abolished
school boards and replaced them with
service centres and boards of parent and
community representatives.
English boards were given a reprieve
until fall, while French boards have already been transformed into Centres de
services scolaires.
See BILL 40, page A22
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